SWEEPERS
Picobello 101
Faster and Simpler Sweeping
Picobello 101 is a very efficient mechanical sweeper that sweeps
sand, stones, glass and even wet leaves with ease. It can sweep
up to 2100 sqm/h, and is therefore more than 10 times faster than
a man with a broom. User just needs to push and all the dust,
leaves and dirt are swept in easily.
It combines productivity with value for money. Low maintenance
and long lasting. Made in Italy.
5 Important Benefits







Fast and economical
Suitable to work over hard or soft floors, indoor or outdoor
Completely noiseless
Engine-free and battery-free, thus unlimited operating time
Eco-friendly

Can sweep in both forward and
reverse direction

Established in 1986, today Eureka has emerged as one of the most
specialised manufacturer of industrial sweepers, and they have fully
geared themselves for the international marketplace.
Sweepers in Eureka are developed through a sophisticated 3D
parametric planning system. The cutting edge of technology is the key to
the products. With the state-of-the-art R&D and production facilities,
Eureka has been bringing continuous innovations in the products,
helping in consistently improving the product performance.

Strong metal chassis
(other brands use only plastic)

Eureka’s products are built to comply with major international standards,
including European Standard EN. The products have been
independently type-tested and certified to the standards.

Adjustable handle

Nothing But The Best Only!
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Technical Specifications

Standard Accessories
Item

SKU No.

Machine Name

Picobello 101

Main Brush

2054-Z-520001

Machine Type

Side Brush

2054-Z-520002

SKU No.

Rubber Flap Kit

2054-Z-490384

Machine Dimensions (cm)
(with side brush and handle bar)

Picobello 101 is supplied complete with main brush, side brush and
rubber flap kit.

Electricity not needed!
Eco-friendly and noiseless

Walk-behind Sweeper
2053-500001
130 (L) x 83 (W) x 94 (H)

Weight

24.5 kg

Capacity of Main Dirt Container

26 L

Capacity of Rear Dirt Container

4L

Sweeping Path with Side Brush

70 cm

Sweeping Path only Main Brush
Cleaning Capacity

50 cm
2100 sqm/h

Clean thoroughly and effortlessly
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